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2. Graph or diagram should be drawn w
paper or h'ack HB pencil.

3. Students should note, no supplement
4. Draw a well labelled diagram whereve

SECT

Serlve any five of the following.

a) Enlist the method to determine order

b) What do you mean by plastic & pseud

c) What are bulges & spurs

d) Define half life & shelf life"

e) What is accelerated stability

f) Define Nernst & Zeta Po

S) What is HLB. Write it's

2" Solve any four of the fo-ftp,tving.

a) Explain

b) Write a

20

blythe method.

d to determine HLB.

xplain in detail falling sphere viscometer"

rder kinetics.
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Solve any one of the following. 10

a) State & Explain in detail different methods used to determine order of reaction.

b) Define surface tension & interfacial tension
surface tension & intefacial tension.

sEcTtoN -
Solve any five of the following.

a) Difference between flocculated & Defloccul

b) Define & classify in brief about emulsion.

cl What are derived nronerties Fnlisl variorrs

4"

c) What are derived properties. Enlist various --... -- r.

d) Write the application of donan membrane equation. 
" 
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d) Write the application of donan membrane equation.

6" Solve any one of ng.

a) Explain taii DLVO theory, along with it's significance.

colloids. Write in detail optical & kinetic properties of the colloids.
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f) What is electrophoresis.

S) Write in short about preservati

Solve any four of the following.

a) Write a note on kinetic properti

b) Define optical microscopy & gi

c) Write a note on Faraday's & ty

d) Explain theories ot emutsitio&bf,n.

e) Define micromeritics. Write it's application. 
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e) Write a note on pfrysiffibility of emulsion

f) Give in detail theo,p$isedimentation.
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